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Abstract
IoT devices frequently require input resources to communicate with various sensors or IoT platforms. IoT device wastes a lot of time as idle time or waiting time to check the data of the input resource and use the input resource. In addition, IoT devices use various input resources. We compares and analyzes input idle time and input waiting time generated from hardware serial input resource, software serial input resource, digital port input resource, and analog port input resource using Arduino widely used as IoT device. In order to design the IoT device framework, it is necessary to understand the characteristics of input resources and to design them to minimize unnecessary input idle time and input waiting time. The analog input wait time has a much larger input wait time than the digital input wait time, so it must be designed to receive analog information periodically at the appropriate timing. The characteristics of the input resources analyzed in this way help to design an efficient IoT device.
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1. Introduction
IoT devices require frequent external input / output resources to receive various sensor information in real time or to communicate with another IoT device or IoT platform[5]. Periodic input idle time and input wait time are required for the IoT device to input / output with various sensors or to communicate with the IoT platform[5]. If the IoT device I / O framework is not configured properly, data processing problems or I / O side effects may occur, resulting in device inefficiencies or ineffective performances. Therefore, it is important to understand the input / output characteristics of IoT devices in order to efficiently configure essential sensor and network technologies with limited resources and power of IoT devices[1-3].

In this paper, we intend to measure the latency of input resources and analyze the characteristics of input resources to construct an efficient IoT device framework using Arduino and common libraries widely used as IoT devices. Arduino is widely used as an IoT device as open source hardware and provides an integrated development environment for rapid development and testing. There are various types of Arduino devices, and this paper uses Arduino Uno R3. The input resources used for testing are tested using hardware serial input resources, software serial input resources, digital port input resources, and analog port input resources. For
input idle time and wait time test, first, measure the total execution time of Arduino when there is no input/output. Second, measure the idle time of available() function input of hardware serial and the idle time of available() function input of software serial. In order to receive data such as user input or Bluetooth, the third, digital GPIO input wait time is measured for each PWM port and non-PWM port in serial. Third, the analog input waiting time is measured for each port. Fourth, the IoT device framework is configured to have a better IoT input latency based on the measured input latency.

2. IoT device and test environment configuration

IoT devices are devices that have basic communication functions and are generally responsible for receiving various information through sensors[4]. It communicates with the IoT platform using the Internet communication network, and exchanges key information and control information[6-7]. IoT devices receive and process information and store information based on the ability to store information, and exchange it with other IoT devices or IoT platform through a connected communication network[4].

The IoT device Arduino used in this paper provides a digital input port and an analog input port to receive information from various sensors. Arduino provides an integrated development environment for program development that runs on various OSs, enabling rapid development and testing. In addition, many companies have developed Arduino compatible shields that have specific functions and are developed as open source, so it is possible to expand the functions to independent modules simply by combining with each device module. With hardware serial and software serial, you can make Arduino module that can communicate with Bluetooth function shield, Wi-Fi function shield, and Ethernet function shield by simply combining. Arduino has developed a variety of libraries based on the most widely used programming language C++ language and is widely used for IoT device testing[8-10].

The Arduino Uno R3 used in the test environment provides 6 analog inputs from A0 to A5 and 14 digital GPIOs from 0 to 13, and can use one hardware serial and multiple software serials (using digital GPIO) using the Arduino common library.

Table 1 shows the test environment as a table. Arduino Uno basically provides hardware serial ports with digital ports 0 and 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test environment variable</th>
<th>Test environment value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IoT Device</td>
<td>ARDUINO UNO Rev3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HW Serial Port</td>
<td>GPIO 0(Rx), 1(Tx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit of Measure</td>
<td>Times per second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW Serial Port</td>
<td>No1 : 10(Rx), 11(Tx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No2 : 7(Rx), 8(Tx)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Port</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analog Port</td>
<td>A0, A1, A2, A3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The software serial uses the Arduino common library, Software Serial library. The first software serial was tested using digital ports 10 and 11 as Rx and Tx respectively, and the second software serial was tested using digital ports 7 and 8 as Rx and Tx respectively. Arduino Uno software serials can be installed in multiple ways, but two software serials and one hardware serial were used for comparison. Ports for digital input waiting time
use digital ports 2, 3, 4, and 5, and ports for analog input waiting time use analog ports A0, A1, A2, and A3. The input waiting time is measured by the number of times the loop() function is executed per second. Up to three software serials are compared and measured for serial input idle time along with hardware serials. Digital input waiting time is measured using up to four ports, and analog input waiting time is measured using up to four ports.

3. Input idle time and input waiting time test

Arduino devices frequently use serial resources to communicate with other external devices and use the available() function to determine whether data has arrived. Since we don't know when the data will arrive, a basic idle time occurs while using the available() function, and it is important to understand these characteristics. Figure 1 shows the idle time consumed when the available() function of hardware serial and software serial is called. As a result of 10 measurements, the loop count axis is the number of executions of the loop() function. Software serial using Arduino's common library is about 5% faster than hardware serial. The first line is the result of measurement using one software serial, and the gray line is the result of superimposing two software serials. When using two software serials overlapping a 27% performance decrease occurs than the result of using one software serial for Arduino.

![Figure 1. Hardware serial and software serial input idle time comparison](image_url)

IoT devices use many analog ports and digital ports to receive various sensor data in real time, and the Arduino Uno R3 provides 6 analog inputs and 14 digital inputs. Figure 2 shows the result of measuring the input waiting time for four digital inputs using the digitalWrite() function. If you overlap two or more digital inputs than one digital input waiting time, you can see that the input waiting time is more than double delayed.
Figure 2. Comparison digital input waiting time and overlapping input waiting time

Figure 3 shows the result of measuring the input waiting time for four analog inputs using the analogRead() function. If you overlap two or more analog inputs than one analog input wait time, you can see that the input wait time is more than doubled, similar to the digital input time. In addition, it can be seen that the analog input standby time is about 20 times slower than the digital input standby time.

Figure 3. Comparison analog input waiting time and overlapped input waiting time
4. Results

According to the test results, the hardware serial input idle time is slower than the software serial input idle time. The analog input wait time has a much larger input wait time than the digital input wait time, so it must be designed to receive analog information periodically at the appropriate timing.

Figure 4 shows the execution time of the loop() function when there is no input, the input idle time consumed when the available() function of hardware serial and software serial is called, and the analog / digital input wait time. Additionally, the time spent on digital output was also added as the fifth line. You can see that the input idle time of the software serial available() function takes the least time and the analog serial input wait time takes the longest.

5. Conclusion

We measured and tested the various input idle times and input wait times that can occur on IoT devices using Arduino Uno. Based on this, it was possible to confirm the characteristics of the input resource of the IoT device. IoT devices use a variety of input resources. Therefore, it is important to use input resources efficiently. In general, IoT devices are composed of limited resources and limited power, so to design an efficient IoT device framework, it is necessary to understand the characteristics of input resources and to minimize unnecessary input idle time and input waiting time. The analog input wait time has a much larger input wait time than the digital input wait time, so it must be designed to receive analog information periodically at the appropriate timing. In addition, digital input waiting time or serial input idle time is also a waste of time when multiple tasks overlap, so it must be designed as an IoT device capable of real-time processing suitable for each input resource.
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